Carrying the Torch
Fort Greene Prep’s Approach to French Dual
Language Continuation

Apply to our waitlist on myschools
For a tutorial on myschools, watch this video
Would you like an appointment to chat one on one?
Schedule here.

Carrying the Torch
The significance

“Fighting or striving for a particular belief or
movement to make sure it is not forgotten and
continues to grow stronger.

”

This is Fort Greene Prep’s Commitment to FDLI.

Take a virtual tour of
Fort Greene Prep
Blended Learning will be a mixture of
both going into the school building
and the current remote learning set up
at home for your child.

New Beginnings with the Strongest of
Foundations
“As a dual-language
advocate and French
Embassy Education
Attaché, it is an honor to
support Principal Lettiere
and her team in building a
successful French
dual-language program that
will focus on Equity and
Excellence at Fort Greene
Prep Academy. I am equally
thrilled to join the school as
a parent."
-Dr. Fabrice Jaumont,
Author of The Bilingual
Revolution.

Fort Greene Prep’s French
Dual Language Team
●

Paula Lettiere → Founding Principal; Direct Program
Supervisor
○

●

Blake Ramsey → French Dual Language Coordinator
○

●

20 years of experience in variety of settings spanning from Gifted and
Talented (G&T) to Students with Special Needs and English Language
Learners (ELL)
10 years of experience with French Dual Language (PS 58, Ps 133 and
BHS)

Avram Kline → Trilingual Language Arts Teacher

○

Over 15 years of experience; Subjects taught: English and French Language
Arts

●

Nellie Lubin → Bilingual School Guidance Counselor
○

Also a certified French Teacher

So exactly, how do we
plan on Carrying the
Torch?
By using a blend of:
1. the Goals of Dual Language Immersion
2. Fort Greene Prep’s Mission and Vision

To generate:
3.

Fort Greene Prep’s French DLP Mission and
Vision

1. First, Start with the Goals
of Dual Language
Immersion
The goals of dual language are for students to develop
high levels of language proficiency and literacy in both
program languages, to demonstrate high levels of academic
achievement, and to develop an appreciation for and an
understanding of diverse cultures. (Center of Applied
Linguistics)

2. Next, Blend with the Mission of Fort
Greene Preparatory Academy
❏

➢

Bolded terms are direct overlap

Underlined terms are what make FGP unique

Fort Greene Preparatory Academy is committed to providing an education of
excellence that allows each student to develop intellectual independence,
self-confidence and a sense of responsibility towards others both within the
school and throughout the larger community.
The school will graduate future leaders, decision-makers and innovators
empowered to solve the problems of the 21st Century. To meet this challenge, a
rigorous inquiry-based curriculum will push students from foundational
knowledge towards the problem solving and critical thinking necessary for success
in college and beyond.

3. Et voilà: Fort Greene Prep’s
French Dual Language Mission
At Fort Greene Prep, our French Dual Language Program aims to serve students who have
completed a (K-5) DLP for their continuation of speaking and learning in two languages. Our
program is also designed to serve Students with Special Needs and English Language Learners
whose language proficiency meet our eligibility criteria.
As a French Dual Language Team, our goal is to build confidence in our students so that all
learners feel empowered to take intellectual risks. We believe that learning in language
immersion is optimized when student interest, sense of value, and comfort zone are top priority
when designing curricula. Our experience has shown us that this is achieved through the
application of Equity in education and the usage Culturally Responsive Pedagogy.

At a Glance
Percentage
Breakdown by
Core Class
Our Language
Immersion

School
Organization

• 50/50*
• 80/20 or 90/10
• 1 way
• 2 way*
• Schoolwide
• Program Strand*

At a (Continued) Glance
Our
Classroom
Organization
Language
Allocation

• Self-Contained*
• Side by Side*

• Alternate

days*

• Alternate content

• Continuation of Sequential*
Literacy

Literacy model → close the
gap for Anglophone
Students

Strength through Stability: Program Design
1.

DLI must have a target language and a partner
language across subject area(s).
a.

2.

At Fort Greene Prep, for every subject area taught in French, there is a partner class
taught in English

DLI must have tight horizontal alignment (see
schedule on following slide)
a.
Our students will have equal access to the target language and partner
languages classes for the following subjects:
i.
Language Arts, Humanities, Science with supports in Math

3.

DLI must have vertical alignment
a. Seal of Biliteracy

i.

Fort Greene Prep’s DLP is based on the existing vertical
alignment of Core Content Areas but incorporates language
objectives.

Possible French DLP Student Schedule
Language Themed Days (50/50 Split) with possibility of some criss-cross (Week 1)
Ramsey
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Mon (Fr)

Tues (EN)

Wed (Fr)

Thurs (EN)

Friday (Fr)

FR SCIENCE-324

ENG SCIENCE-324

FLA-322

TECH - 304

TECH - 304

FR MATH-320

ENG SS-321

FLA-322

ENG MATH - 320

FLA-322

FR MATH-320

ART - 303

FR SCIENCE-324

ENG SCIENCE - 324

FR SCIENCE - 324

FR SS-321

ENG MATH - 320

FRENCH - 323

ELA-322

FR SS-321

FLA-322

FRENCH - 323

FR SS-321

ELA-322

FRENCH - 323

LUNCH

LUNCH

LUNCH

LUNCH

LUNCH

GYM

ADV - 330

TECH-304

ADV - 330

FR MATH-320

GYM

ELA-322

FR MATH - 320

ENG SS-321

FR MATH-320

Possible French DLP Student Schedule
Language Themed Days (50/50 Split) with possibility of some criss-cross (Week 1)
Ramsey

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Mon (Eng)

Tues (Fr)

Wed (Eng)

Thurs (Fr)

Fri (Eng)

ENG SCIENCE-324

FR SCIENCE-324

TECH - 304

FLA-322

TECH - 304

ENG SS-321

FR MATH-320

ENG MATH - 320

FLA-322

ELA-322

ART - 303

FR MATH-320

ENG SCIENCE - 324

SCIENCE-324

ENG SCIENCE - 324

ENG MATH - 320

FR SS-321

ELA-322

FRENCH - 323

ENG SS-321

FRENCH - 323

FLA-322

ELA-322

FR SS-321

FRENCH - 323

LUNCH

LUNCH

LUNCH

LUNCH

LUNCH

ADV - 330

GYM

ADV - 330

TECH-304

ENG MATH-320

ELA-322

GYM

ENG SS-321

FR MATH - 320

ENG MATH-320

What Sets Us Apart?
1. We are committed to research-based, best
practices.
2. We want to start small.
3. We want to build language access pathways.

What Grounds Us
1. The Guiding Principles for Dual Language
Education (GPDLE)
2. The American Council on Teaching of Foreign
Language (ACTFL)

3. Next Generation Learning Standards (NGLS)

Who is Mr. Ramsey ?
10 Years in NYC French DLI: Teacher, Instructional
Coach, Program Coordinator

2 Districts: 15 and 13
4 Schools: PS58, Ps 133, Boerum Hill School for International
Studies, Fort Greene Prep

6 Grades Taught: 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, 9th and 10th
1.

Meet Mr. Ramsey in just 5 short minutes: Watch here.

2.

See video demonstrations in his remote learning class:

3.

a.

COVID19 et nous: épisode 1 (medley of lesson samples for multiple levels)

b.

COVID19 et nous: épisode 2 (dialogue demonstration/model)

Look at Sample BILINGUAL PROJECT "COVID19 et nous" with 2 schools in
France

4.

Watch Students Presenting and/or Debating As Chemical Compounds in French

5.

Explore his Teaching Portfolio Grades 4 and 5

6.

Learn how he supports parents support their language learners with Asset-Based
Thinking

Apply Now
Apply to our waitlist on myschools

For a tutorial on myschools, watch this video
For individual appointments to chat with us or for
assistance , schedule here.

Top
FAQs
(with our answers)

●
●
●
●

What is inquiry-based learning and what are
the benefits?
Does funding exist for a program like this?
How did you figure out how to do it in MS?
What do you really mean by a French DLP
cohort?

FAQ: What is Inquiry-Based
Learning? key features & benefits
1.

Units of Study are thematic and standards-based, but not
prescribed
○
Prescribed content: “We will be studying the Civil Rights
Movement and key figures to see how they created change.
We will used timelines and charts to track our thinking and
then write a 5 paragraph essay about it.”

○

2.

IBL: “At what point do societies and civilizations realize
they are being oppressive? How do the oppressed make
themselves heard? What are different ways to answer
this question? What is a truly adequate response?

Students have agency in what they learn: more
personalized with more choice

FAQ: Inquiry-Based Learning?
key features & benefits
1.

In Language settings, language objectives become
more personalized to the student.

2.

Students are doing most of the cognitive “heavy
lifting”
○ What do I need to know and what do I need to
have in order to answer my own questions? How I
know if it’s good?
○ How does __________ connect to _________
and what connects this to the world as a whole?

FAQ: What is IBL?
The 4 Pillars of Inquiry-Based Learning

1. Deeply engaging students.
2. Providing students with
opportunities to collaborate with
their peers.
3. Instructor focus on student
thinking.
4. Instructor focus on equity.

FAQ:Inquiry-Based Learning: The Cycle

FAQ : Is there funding available? YES!

French Dual Language Fund
To support French dual-language education in the US, the FACE
Foundation along with the Cultural Services of the French
Embassy, have launched a series of grants and initiatives for
public schools committed to bilingual education.

This year’s award is $10,000.

FAQ: How did you figure it out?
1. To see a program grow, you have to start small.
2. Language learning must be opt-in.
3. All learners must have a realistic opportunity to
experience success.

4. Dual Language is a program embedded into core
content areas, not a class in addition to a monolingual
class load.
5.

To achieve a goal, you must be able to articulate what
the goal is with a firm plan in place to achieve it.

FAQ: What do you mean by a
FDLP cohort? (part 1)
The following quotes support our philosophy
behind the cohort: not elitist, just bilingual
French-English with specific environmental needs.

“A bilingual speaker is not two monolinguals in one”
(Grosjean, 1989)
“A Study of French-English bilingual children shows that
none of the experiential or proficiency measures predicts
cognitive flexibility”(Hamman 2019)

FAQ: What do you mean by a
FDLP cohort? (part 2)
1.

For all core academic classes,students in the FDLP will travel
together.

2.

Students in the FDLP must meet our eligibility criteria which is
completion of a K-5 DLP.

3.

Students will have guided activities during and after school on a
weekly basis to grow and learn with students in other cohorts.

4.

Students in the French DLP are Balanced Bilinguals, which differs
from Dominant Bilinguals.

5.

To achieve a goal, you must be able to articulate what the goal is with
a firm plan in place to achieve it.

